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Analyzing the intersecting elements of hierarchical datasets is a critical task. We en-

hance the visual expression of hierarchical data and the visual exploration of the set/ele-

ment attribute referring to the related visualizations. Therefore, we propose the visualiza-

tion to analyze users’ activities from the social media dataset and further explore the key 

users and their behaviors. We present the intersecting elements to achieve reliable scala-

bility through a hierarchical visualization according to the attributes in the dataset. More-

over, we adopt the multi-view visualization to explore the posts and user profiles between 

issues to achieve an intuitive visual layout and integrate user interaction into hierarchical 

data. Furthermore, we compare user activities between issues, integrate the interacted at-

tributes through the intersecting activities, and highlight the critical information of posts 

and user profiles. In our approach, we analyze the intersecting elements in issues of the 

multiple hierarchical sets from the social media and identify the impact events from the 

activities of user interactions. 
 

Keywords: visual analytics, set visualization, glyph visualization, social media data, hier-

archical data 

 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 

Data visualization presents data through interactive charts, graphs, and maps so that 

users can comprehend the data, resolve problems, and gain insights from the visualization. 

Given that the data integrate an abstract in data visualization, we create geometry within 

the encoding of transforming data into information (understanding, sense-making, and in-

sight), thereby making data comprehensible to people. As the Internet evolves, massive 

related data have been presented in different formats and stored in databases since the 

1990s. Social media and Internet forums are derivative to the first place where people ob-

tain news, discuss and communicate information, trace trends, or surf something interest-

ing. Our research colleague in the communication academy desires to examine the influ-

ence of speeches that inspire the people (opinion leaders) on the Internet. Hence, we im-

plement a computer-aided system through data visualization to analyze the articles and 

find the opinion leaders on the Internet. 

In social media, users browse the messages and express their opinions or reactions in 

different social groups. Taking the gossip board on PTT (one of the famous bulletin board 

systems (BBS) in Taiwan) as an example, the user comments through texts and expresses 

reactions on Issue 1 (politician’s regular activities) and does so on Issue 2 (war of words 
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between politicians). Therefore, the users with the same social pattern have at least an 

intersecting activity and linkage trajectory in multiple issues. Although the linkage trajec-

tories of many users on social media are complicated, we have a strong interest in analyz-

ing users’ activities on social media and searching for active users (opinion leaders) who 

focus on issues through the way of sets and their intersections. PTT is the most popular 

BBS, with generally 130,000 peak users daily in Taiwan, similar to Reddit in the U.S. 

However, the cruder of the website is a collection of entries submitted by its registered 

users who submit a post about news, rate the posts, and join the discussion. When posts 

are submitted to the board, the users vote for/against the posts through their comments or 

reactions (push/neutral/boo). 

Social media and Internet forums are hierarchical organizations. However, the hier-

archical relation is a particular case of set relation. We construct the user-centered data 

inspired by set visualization techniques, multiple views design, and interaction across 

views. The appropriate literature decides the glyph design [1]. Thus, we evaluate the sys-

tem to know the user’s subject using experience, discuss task support, and compare it to 

other related works by a user study. Our contributions list as follows: 

A. Propose an interactive framework for analyzing the intersecting activities with the cor-

responding users in multiple posts on social media communities. 

B. Visualize the intersecting elements from the users with their corresponding activities 

on social media and provide the glyphs with scalability for data analysis. 

C. Explore intersecting posts from the active user (opinion leaders) and trace the trajecto-

ries of the impact activities from the information implied with the glyphs (users). 

2. RELATED WORK 

We adopt the point of view in “Visualization Zoo” [1] to search the users from over-

lapping activities of two sets in a hierarchical tree between issues and conclude our related 

approaches to set visualization and glyph visualization. 

 

2.1 Set Visualization 

 

In set visualization, visualizing sets in many possible relations between data is a cru-

cial challenge. Our goal is to find the intersecting activities from two sets with the users as 

the elements and posts as sets. According to a systematic overview, different kinds of set 

relations [2, 3] and set visualization [4-6] classify as Euler and Venn diagrams, overlays 

techniques, node-link diagrams, matrix-based techniques, and aggregation-based tech-

niques [7, 8]. Euler and Venn’s diagrams represent the sets or subsets in the closed regions 

and remove the sets that enclosed a region with an issue of scalability [9]. Overlays tech-

niques present the sets by region, line, and glyph with the definition at the position of 

elements by other attributes [3]. The node-link diagram maps the sets to the nodes and the 

set relations to the edges and shows the clusters of each element. However, it limits the 

scalability of crossing lines and lacks the set relations by elements versus sets [6]. The 

matrix-based technique lists data on the matrix by rows and columns and moderately scales 

the number of elements and sets but represents the least number of set relations [2]. Finally, 

aggregation-based techniques encode the elements in a group of sets by a single visual ele-
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ment [7]. These approaches have the advantage of choosing an appropriate strategy for a 

given problem. However, some methods only set goals to visualize a single set or aggre-

gate the data based on sets [4, 10] without focusing on the intersections between sets or 

even the color of the intersecting set and define the relations between sets in the color map 

[6, 9, 11]. Therefore, we adopt these advantages of the aggregation technique in our ap-

proach (“SetView” and “ElementView”). In addition, we analyze the interaction of a single 

user for different events or the same event for different users in social media between in-

tersections of sets. 

Some data from social media include hierarchical relationships for visualization ow-

ing to the multiple interactions of reactions: publishes, replies, pushes, and boos. Therefore, 

we have many choices for hierarchical visualization, such as indented tree layout [12-15], 

Sunburst [16-18], Treemap [19-21], and nested circle layout [22-24]. Indented and hierar-

chical circular tree layouts have the advantage of continuous hierarchical relations, aggre-

gate information by enclosing low-level ones, and the navigation and information retrieval 

facilitated through an elegant set of browsing interactions among them. The only disad-

vantage is the lack of features that emphasize specific regional data. From another aspect, 

Sunburst and Treemap improve the performance, and usage with more significant learning 

costs partially recoups over time. After evaluating the advice from experts and users, we 

choose Sunburst, which has a better ability to convey structure and hierarchy. 

 

2.2 Glyph Visualization 
 

Given that the users have extraordinary attributes as soon as they overlap at the activ-

ities on social media, encoding the overlapping users as glyphs are intuitive to evaluate the 

multi-dimensional data. Therefore, we investigate the current set of visualization tech-

niques and glyph evaluation. Glyph [25] is a point that encodes the shape, color, texture, 

size, orientation, aspect ratio, or curvature individually depending on the dimensions with 

at least one mark and the visual variables. In addition, the glyph has issues with mapping 

to the data of attributes [26], addressing the guidance on the usage [27], applications on 

interactive devices [28], layout [29], and visual exploration for the dimension reduction 

[30]. Therefore, we investigate line glyph, stripe glyph, clock glyph, and star glyph [31] 

under two data densities [32] or multiple data with quantitative values [33] or comparing 

with other factors between the data (e.g., time series) [34]. We integrate these approaches 

and design our approach using the patterns of observed performance and the implications. 

These patterns encode glyphs nested inside the visualizations, such as hierarchies, social 

media, geographic data, or gathering many data points in one overview. According to the 

analysis of glyph types [27, 31, 32, 34] (e.g., cyclic glyphs [35] or hierarchical glyphs [36]), 

the star glyph is a relatively compact data graphic that represents the setting, datasets, and 

tasks, and it is well studied for multi-dimensional data. 

3. METHOD 

3.1 System Overview and Data Processing 

 

Our framework comprises three main components (Fig. 1): data crawling (from PTT) 

and preprocessing, server (database), and client (interface). Firstly, we crawl the attributes 
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related to users and their activities from the PTT board (e.g., gossiping, where on average, 

users create 2000 new posts per day) by utilizing an open-source PTT web crawler [37]. 

Each raw post consists of three hierarchical layers, i.e., author, content, and counts of 

pushes (one of the reactions similar to “Like” on Facebook). Hence, the hierarchical struc-

ture comprises posts, comments, and reactions. Data preprocessing ensures that every data 

attribute has no null value in the post and eliminates any redundant values. The data attrib-

utes consist of post ID, post topic, user ID, board ID, reaction counts, and other essential 

attributes. 

 
Fig. 1. System architecture and flow comprises three parts. The flow starts with data crawling and 

preprocessing, data process in the server, and then ends in the visual analytics interface.  

 

After completing the data preprocessing, we store the data using MongoDB for server 

processing. The server handles client requests, retrieves the required data, and then con-

structs records that contain a list of users involved in each activity in those posts. Addi-

tionally, the server schedules merging the posts with the user list and then responds to the 

client. Furthermore, we incorporate jieba [38], a Chinese text segmentation tool that ap-

pends word columns to the records and extracts keywords from the post’s content. This 

tool facilitates the creation of user-centered data while encountering the performance bot-

tleneck. Consequently, we propose algorithm 1 to minimize the extra computing required 

for data transformation. In Algorithm 1, the user Ux takes action in every post Post(Pi) 

from the query; the worst case is checking in O(mn). When the user list User(Uj) includes 

the Ux records, updates new action or creates a new user Ux in User(Uj), the worst case is 

checking in Om). After iterating all posts and returning the user list User(Uj) costs in O(n 

 m2). We found multiple users with overlapping behavior by taking action on multiple 

issues. 

 
Fig. 2. Visual exploration framework consists of five views with different analysis functions. 
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Algorithm 1: Create active user list 

Input: Post(Pi) is a list contain all query post data, Pi each contain their user activities log, 

Post(Pi) = [P1, P2, …, Pn].  

Output: User(Uj) is a list collect all user has action in posts belong, User(Ui) = [U1, U2, …, 

Um].  

1: User(Uj) = [];         8:     Create Ux represent the user; 

2: For i = 0; i  n; do       9:     Push Ux in User(Uj); 

3:  While not end of user in Pi do  10:   end else 

4:   if Ux find in User(Uj) then   11:   next user; 

5:    Update the Ux in Uj;    12: end while 

6:   end if         13: end for 

7:   Else          14: return User(Uj); 

Alg. 1. Create an active user list by organizing the intersecting users. 

 

The framework implemented by D3.js [39] includes multiple visualized views to han-

dle different tasks, Menu on the top, OverView on the left, SetView in the middle, Ele-

mentView on the right, and DetailView on the bottom left (Fig. 2). 

Menu (Fig. 2 (a)) provides tabs (Parameters, Issue 1, Issue 2, Submit, and Download) 

for the initial setting. The two tabs of Issues 1 and 2 load two records of querying posts. 

The Parameters tab sets the parameters for both queries: comment count (0–50), time in-

terval, the keyword (e.g., topic, content), active user ID, and other relative data (e.g., full 

texts of the post). The Submit tab uploads the query items to the server, and the Download 

tab fetches the related content from the server. 

In the OverView (Figs. 2 (b) and 4), we provide information for comparing datasets 

through a stacked bar chart and tooltip demonstrating the statistical information of ele-

ments and datasets. The bar chart is divided into the left section (Issue 1) and the right 

section (Issue 2). The color blue represents Issue 1, orange represents Issue 2, and the green 

represents the intersection users of Issues 1 and 2. For example, the attribute indexes of 

PTT data (Figs. 2 (b) and 4), such as post-count, active user counts, and activity-count (e.g., 

reply, reactions), summarize specific elements for the process of SetView or ElementView. 

SetView visualizes the relations, attributes, and particular sets, which analyze the hi-

erarchical relation from posts. In some exceptional cases, the hierarchical relations visual-

ize the space-filling technique, either Treemap [19-21] or Sunburst [16-18] (Figs. 2 (c) and 

5). The space-filling technique views the proportion of reactions in their category area. 

Large areas in Treemap or border arc in Sunburst indicate that the post joined many users 

and activities to the corresponding issue. Sunburst has the center space to arrange more 

information (e.g., text), which has an advantage over Treemap, and the users prefer Sun-

burst (questionnaire survey). Color encodes two query sets by orange-red and green-blue 

in SetView. Moreover, luminance encodes the hierarchical relations of issue, post, com-

ment, and reactions, and the types of reactions (push, neutral, and boo) encoded with color 

in PTT. 

The matching element in ElementView refers to the users who have participated in the 

selected posts’ activities. As shown in Figs. 2 (d) and 6, ElementView displays overlapping 

glyphs that represent these users. By default, all matching elements are scaled into an over-

view in one area, and users can zoom and pan to navigate through the glyphs for more in-
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formation. ElementView allows users to filter elements based on their activity type and 

interval degrees. For instance, users can filter PTT activities by five types: Default (All 

types), Publish, Push, Neutral, and Boo. If users select the “Push” button, the glyphs will 

represent users with at least one post in both query sets. This function helps focus on the 

overlap of users with specific activities. 

The glyph alignment in Powerset [25] inspired us. The elements are sorted by degrees 

of the numbers rectangle (2~max); if the glyph counts n over line limit m, it is divided by 

2. If the value m/2 is over the limit, then n is divided by 3, and so on. This way, the glyph 

alignment allocates the whole dataset in a view. Of course, the lower degree of elements 

is numerous, but the higher degree is more critical than, the lower one. Hence, we omit the 

lower but keep, the higher degree of elements. DetailView shows the interactive infor-

mation by hovering the sets in SetView or glyphs in ElementView (Figs. 2 (e) and 3). For 

example, the attributes of the selected post include Post ID, URL, title, content, and user 

reactions (e.g., push, neutral, boo). The contents of selected users include the timeline and 

the list of activities. In the timeline, every dot denotes an action. The contents classify into 

two parts to show the active users in the set, and each action type owns a horizontal line to 

indicate the different types of actions. 

 

 
Fig. 3. DetailView shows the user activities from PTT. The red node shows the reaction “Push,” the 

blue one is “Reply,” and the green one is “Boo.” 

 

3.2 Visual Design 

 

We derived the following requirements for the task analysis from our visual frame-

work. 

 

R1:  Analyze the intersecting users between posts on PTT. 

R2:  Analyze the intersecting activities between users on PTT. 

R3:  Analyze the activities (posts) of the specific users at different periods. 

R4:  Analyze the overlapping activities of the users and determine the relationship. 

R5:  Trace more detailed information in viewing the related posts and the users’ profiles. 

To analyze the intersecting activities in social media, we identify the user behavior 

and further describe research problems related to the requirements as follows: 

 

Prob(1):  How to visualize the activities (posts) on PTT between specific users at different 

times (R1, R3, and R4)? Two design decisions are available for this problem: deter-
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mine (1) the intersecting activities between two identical issues and (2) the opinion 

leaders to each issue. Sec. 3.3 discusses the approach to the intersecting activities and 

the corresponding opinion leaders. 

Prob(2):  How to visualize the users interacting on PTT at different times and determine 

the hierarchy among users (R1, R2, R3, and R4)? This problem extends further from 

the previous problem to determine users’ hierarchy to the corresponding opinion lead-

ers. Therefore, we will discuss the complex hierarchies in Sec. 3.4. 

Prob(3):  How to visualize the overlapping activities and trace the target posts or users (R1, 

R3, R4, and R5)? This problem is also an extension of Problem 2. We also analyze 

the reactions and comments to each issue and determine the hierarchy of the users. 

Finally, we will discuss the overlapping activities and information tracing in Sec. 3.5. 

 

We compile the summarized design goals to meet the requirements and support the 

analytical tasks of the communication college experts and the insights from the desired 

data: 

 

G1. Determine the overlapping activities from two identical issues among users − explor-

ing the overlapping activities by the users between two issues and tracing whether the 

activities are promoted to the other users by the opinion leaders are keys to the relation 

of two issues. 

G2. Explore the hierarchies of the users to the related post − exploring the posts from PTT 

in the original hierarchy and the user lists and observing whether the activities on both 

issues are relative at different times. 

G3. View the information of posts and the profiles of the interesting users − specific users 

who are highly active in the posts are the evidence. The related experts confirm these 

candidate users and posts from the detailed information. 

 

We propose our approach to visually analyze the intersecting activities from the target 

users for the experts based on these design goals. This approach follows a hierarchical 

exploration scheme (G2) to facilitate practical visual analysis. 

 

Set Visualization (G1): This type of visualization performs the intersecting activities be-

tween two identical posts. However, the disadvantage is losing detailed information, such 

as the hierarchies of the users and the other reactions from the users. 

 

Hierarchical Visualization (G2): This type of visualization shows the hierarchies of the 

users to the related posts, but it is also functional for the hierarchies without detailed infor-

mation, such as the reactions from the users. 

 

Glyph Visualization (G3): The glyph visualization shows detailed information (e.g., the 

reactions from the users and the reactions for analyzing a single user). 

3.3 Intersections in Set Visualization 

 

Given a universal set E, we define system F consisting of n sets contained in E as 

follows: 
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F = {S1, S2, …, Sn}: S1n  E.     (1) 

In the context of PTT, we can think of F as the overall set of all discussion boards, 

and Si as a subset of F that represents a particular user’s participation in some of the dis-

cussion boards. Each set Si has intersections in F that correspond to several sets X as X  

F. The number of these intersections is equal to the cardinality of P(F) = {X: X  F}, and 

the number of power sets F is equal to 2n. P(F) represents intersections that differentiate 

two types of intersections with full and exclusive intersections. Given sets X = {Si1, Si2, …, 

Sin}  E in the system F:  

In a full intersection, all elements belong to the sets regardless of the other set ele-

ments: 

I(X) =  (X) = Si1  Si2  … Sik.     (2) 

This definition has not clarified the elements that belong to X or F\X (elements belong 

to F and do not belong to X). Moreover, the full intersection of the set I(X): X  P(F) does 

not constitute a partition of the universal set of elements E. Considering that I(X1  F) and 

I(X2  F) might overlap, exclusive intersection contains all elements that belong to all sets 

Si1, Si2, …, Sik and exclude the other sets in F.  

Iex(X) =  (X) \ (F\X).    (3) 

The set of all intersections in Iex(X): X  P(F) properly partitions the universal set with 

all elements E. Elements in a particular intersection only belong to the regions of the Venn 

diagram of the set system; this helps detect differences between groups of elements based 

on all elements. 

Degree E denotes the number of sets that belong to F. All elements e  Iex(X) in an 

exclusive intersection have the same degree |X|:  

Degree(Iex(X)) = |X|.    (4) 

The mechanism for exploring the intersections between two sets involves identifying 

active users who have participated in both issues through multiple posts. This is repre-

sented in Fig. 4 by the deep green portion of the bar chart. 

 

3.4 Hierarchical Visualization 

 

The data in this study have a hierarchical relationship, and user activities are included 

in the set of data content according to attributes in social media. For example, a user in 

PTT may publish a post or participate in the opinions in the post. The user belongs to the 

activity participant set of this post. The discussions in each post form a set, and the users 

who participate in the discussion are the elements of the set. For example, a user x com-

mented on the post P in Issue a, x belongs to the set of post P and the set of Issue a, and 

Issue a contains the post P. Therefore, the hierarchical relationship transforms into the 

relationship between sets and elements. Query users who are active in two issues (PTT) 

visualize the layout of the intersections by expressing hierarchical relationships, set and 

element relationships, and one of the most critical tasks. 
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Fig. 4. OverView of PTT example (Low salary vs. Low fertile rate). 

 

 
Fig. 5. Showcases the visual exploration provided by Setview using two space-filling techniques − 

Sunburst and Treemap − to address different issues (Low salary vs. Low fertile rate). 

 

3.4 Hierarchical Visualization 

 

The data in this study have a hierarchical relationship, and user activities are included 

in the set of data content according to attributes in social media. For example, a user in 

PTT may publish a post or participate in the opinions in the post. The user belongs to the 

activity participant set of this post. The discussions in each post form a set, and the users 

who participate in the discussion are the elements of the set. For example, a user x com-

mented on the post P in Issue a, x belongs to the set of post P and the set of Issue a, and 

Issue a contains the post P. Therefore, the hierarchical relationship transforms into the 
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relationship between sets and elements. Query users who are active in two issues (PTT) 

visualize the layout of the intersections by expressing hierarchical relationships, set and 

element relationships, and one of the most critical tasks. 

To visualize the layout of intersections between active users in two issues (PTT), we 

express the hierarchical relationships, set and element relationships, one of the most critical 

tasks. Based on the aforementioned data characteristics, we adopt Sunburst [16-18] and 

Treemap [19-21] for visually analyzing the target user from hierarchies. In Sunburst mode 

(Figs. 5 (a)-(c)), we implement issues, posts, comments, and reactions from the inside out 

and sort the posts by size/time clockwise. Sunburst provides a circular hierarchical layout 

that allows users to understand the relationships between sets and elements easily. Simi-

larly, we implement the reactions of a post in Treemap (Figs. 5 (d)-(f)) and sort the posts 

by size/time from top to bottom and left to right. Treemap provides a rectangular hierar-

chical layout that can display a large amount of data and provide a clear overview of the 

data. 
 

3.5 Glyph Visualization 
 

Multi-dimensional data visualization encodes every dimension in the graph after di-

mensional reduction and maintains the critical attributes. In our approach, we adopt glyph 

evaluation [27, 32] for multi-dimensional data visualization through star glyph [31]. Alt-

hough linear glyphs (bar or line charts) are more accurate at value judging and trend de-

tection, the star glyph (circular layout) can compare attributes among different glyphs 

while precisely querying specific attributes. We design star glyph of whisker (only axis) 

with grid on the axis for easier detection of similar data (Fig. 6); providing reference to 

improve the correctness of similarity judgments only for star glyph with contours. Con-

tours enhance the detection of the similarity to the other types, for example, shapes are 

distracting by verifying data similarity. Every attribute (action type) is significantly differ-

ent in quantities at the same scale level, so we scale the attributes on the axis. The greatest 

attribute of all glyphs normalizes to the full length of the axis for comparing values of all 

showing glyphs. The glyph axis splits to the upper and bottom sides and directs reversely 

(Fig. 7) to compare two attributes. For example, in the attributes of PTT Issues 1 and 2 in 

Fig. 7, the intersecting attributes are in the reverse direction. Still, the label and value only 

show clear viewing during the mouse hover. The left glyph indicates that the reaction of 

this user on Issue 1 is 17 times without other actions, but the reactions of this user on Issue 

2 are 27 times, with 84 times comments. 
 

3.6 Interactions in Multi-view Visualization 
 

“Overview first, zoom and filter, then details-on-demand.” B. Shneiderman proposed 

on Visual Information Seeking Mantra [40]. This approach inspired us to design detailed 

interactions on demand. The system shows tooltips while navigating OverView, SetView, 

and ElementView and provides interactions on sets and elements with the information on 

DetailView. ElementView is full of glyphs that use zoom and pan to assist in navigating 

glyphs to the detailed information or all glyphs in a glance. Moreover, the demonstration 

grid in the ElementView shows the zooming glyph with detailed information by hovering 

the mouse over the target glyph in the glyph list. Selection is an interaction for multiple 

views while surfing a post in SetView then highlighting the corresponding user in a glyph  
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Fig. 7. Glyph design;  

(a) default; (b) selec-

ted glyph. 

  
Fig. 6. ElementView of PTT. The layout interacts with different conditions: 

(a) default results, (b) high degree (>10), (c) user publishes the post, (d) user 

pushes the post, (e) user interacts an arrow to the post, and (f) user interacts 

a boo to the post. 

 

or selecting a user in ElementView, and then highlighting (grid pattern) the post in SetView. 

Both interactions list the detailed information on DetailView. Furthermore, the highlight 

color indicates the number of match conditions encountered in multiple selections. For 

example, ElementView shows users in yellow if they are active in both issues, gray when 

joining one of the posts, and black when not in any posts. Moreover, SetView shows sets 

in the filling pattern when the users are active in the post, and it performs in the original 

color if no users join. 

4. ANALYSIS 

4.1 Case Analysis 

 

We analyzed the social issues of low salary [LS] and lower fertility rates [LFR] in 

2020 as examples with the help of visualization experts. Our first step was to analyze PTT 

posts related to [LS] and [LFR] (Figs. 4 and 8 OverView). The results showed that [LFR] 

had more post counts but fewer active users than [LS] ([LFR]-362 vs. [LS]-296 post-count 

and [LFR]-5,073 vs. [LS]-5,333 active users). Moreover, the proportion of reactions (push/ 

boo) in [LFR] (4,466/1,559) was also less than in [LS] (4,930/1,582). Using SetView, we 

gained insights into user activity and post topics related to [LS] and [LFR]. We found that 

users were more active in [LS] and discussed “Why do medical doctors get paid few in 

Europe?” (Fig. 8 on the bottom left of DetailView). On the other hand, users discussed 

[LFR] and topics related to “Does anyone think that the lower fertility rate in Taiwan is 

destroying the country?” (Fig. 8 on the bottom right of DetailView). 

ElementView helped us filter out random users and target active users who had par-

ticipated in the issues. We found that most active users joined posts more than ten times 

(Fig. 6 (b)). Users were only allowed to choose a reaction once and had to use an arrow to 
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fill in the remaining text if they exceeded the one-line length. Our framework provides a 

function that allows users to click the reaction button to trigger the reactions in both sets. 

The case study revealed that most users used the ‘push’ reaction and replied to the posts 

more often than the ‘boo’ reaction. We also found that some topics in PTT were hosted by 

a small group of users, such as a user named “WWIII,” an active author discussing and 

reacting to [LS] posts. Many color dots were plotted on the timeline in DetailView (Figs. 

3 and 8) to indicate the intersecting activities of users like “WWIII” and ‘arbteiff.’ Over-

View selected post-ID 173 vs. 246 from user “WWIII” and DetailView confirmed that the 

user had reacted to both posts (Fig. 8). 
 

 
Fig. 8. The interactive results of the two intersecting users (WWIII and arbteiff) between the posts 

(p173 and p246) with the issues ([LS] and [LFR]) in the PTT gossiping board. 

 

 
Fig. 9. The interactive results of the two intersecting users (kutkin and kcclasaki) between the posts 

(p164 and p516) in with the issues ([salmon] and [changing name]) in the PTT gossiping board. 
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To provide another case study, we analyzed the issues of [salmon] and [changing 

name] on PTT between 2021-2022. In OverView (Fig. 9), we observed that there were 

more posts related to [salmon] than [changing name], but the [salmon] had more active 

users based on the post-count ([salmon]-1,000 vs. [changing name]-974), active users 

([salmon]-13,721 vs. [changing name]-13,255) and reaction (push/boo) proportions, which 

were [salmon](106/4) vs. [changing name](70/1). SetView revealed a more significant user 

activity in [salmon] and the post’s topic: “Laugh at Taiwanese beggars! Korean media 

report ‘Salmon Rebellion’.” (Fig. 9 SetView top right). Moreover, SetView revealed a 

higher activity level in [changing name] in “Shame! Foreign media report that the Tai-

wanese changed the name because of the free sushi.” (Fig. 9 SetView bottom left). 

To target the active users, ElementView (Fig. 9) revealed that most users who partic-

ipated in the discussions joined posts with more than 100 replies. This filtering helps to 

exclude users who randomly participated in the issue. In addition, we identified some to-

pics hosted by a small group of users. For instance, a user named “kutkin” was an active 

author who discussed and reacted to [changing name] posts, resulting in many color dots 

plotted on the timeline in DetailView (Fig. 9). OverView selected post-ID 164 vs. 516 from 

user “kutkin” and DetailView confirmed that the user had reacted to both posts. The inter-

secting activities were not limited to “kutkin” but also applied to other users, such as “kccl-

asaki,” as shown in our approach (Fig. 9). 

 

4.2 User Study 

 

We conducted a 60-minute interview with three domain experts, including two com-

puter science professors (Experts A and B) and one communication college professor (Ex-

pert C). All of them are well-versed in social media visualization and analysis. We demon-

strated our system during the interview and solicited their feedback on usability, visual 

design, and human-computer interaction. Additionally, they provided valuable suggestions 

for further optimization and improvement of our approach. Before the interview, we pro-

vided the experts with a guideline of the relevant views to ensure they were familiar with 

the exploration interfaces. Our approach impressed the experts, particularly in analyzing 

opinion leaders and identifying their intersecting activities. Experts A and B suggested 

improvements, such as providing proper exploration to guide users to observe specific us-

ers from issues, posts, comments, and reactions. This way, users can complete the task of 

reaching the commenters (the users who participated in posts corresponding to the issues) 

and listing their activities. The previous exploration also allowed users to compare the 

opinion leaders (commenters with dominant reactions between the posts) and reach out 

about their interesting activities. Regarding system usability, Expert C expressed great in-

terest in using the dashboard view to support the exploration and analysis of intersecting 

users and activities between issues in social media. Expert C also suggested improvements, 

such as highlighting opinion leaders in SetView and using interactions to verify their value 

from ElementView. Based on the experts’ feedback, we provided them with a comprehen-

sive approach to exploring intersecting users and activities between issues in social media. 
We also conducted some students of nine males and two females aged 20–30 majoring 

in computer science and one female aged 25–30 majoring in journalism. Moreover, the 

frequency of browsing PTT is evenly distributed many times a day, once a month, and 

even never. Therefore, the user study consists of two parts in our approach. The first part 
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requests the users to find an issue in the discussion from PTT after experiencing our frame-

work. At first, we instruct the users to explore the issue in the gossiping board on PTT, 

which they are concerned about, or randomly pick an issue in 2020. Then, they answer the 

questionnaire after experiencing our framework. The results of the questionnaires indicate 

that users determine the counts of reactions, counts of activities, active users, the more 

reactions to the specific users, existence/absence of similar users and the minor difference 

between them, the inspiration after experiencing the system, and the feedback to our ap-

proach. 

The second user study requests the users to mark our approach after experiencing it 

in the five-point Likert scale survey (Fig. 10). The users agree with our framework in gen-

eral statistics. For example, Easily comprehend in OverView, which has the highest mark 

of 4.42. Apart from this, DetailView provides functional tabs, DetailView provides a time-

line for activities, and Easy to find the concerned posts by chosen users with a higher mark 

of 4.25. These statistics point out that the advantage of our approach is that the integration 

of multiple views assists users in comprehending the data. On the contrary, the weakness 

of our approach is the lack of hints for interactions. Thus, we improved our system with 

instructions and added tooltips when hovering over the icons. 

 

4.3 Evaluation and Comparison 

 

The functionality is less in our system than the set-related tasks [2]. However, we 

provide the most tasks related to the elements, hierarchical related to the tasks, simplified 

tasks related to the sets, and tasks associated with the attribute of elements except those 

directly related to the attributes. The scalability of sets is hundreds of sets in hierarchy 

relation from Treemap [19-21] or Sunburst [16-18] approach. The elements are limited to 

less than one thousand glyphs without losing the perception. Compared with Upset [4] and 

Powerset [10], more sets are combined with the hierarchy relation in our approach, but a 

few elements are combined with attributes’ detailed information. 

 

 
Fig. 10. The questionnaire list and the box and whisker plot after experiencing our approach. 
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4.4 Result and Discussion 

 

After experiencing our framework, users highly agreed with comparing two sets of 

data. Visualizations can be performed in each view once the two sets of issues and the 

intersections of user activities have been explored. After the user study, the users prefer 

Sunburst [16-18] over Treemap [19-21] in SetView and Glyphs in ElementView, which has 

several active users. However, our approach has some limitations. First, the glyph function 

is not effective in the case of significant intersections and is time-consuming. A circular 

layout could further improve the layout with a higher degree of elements at the center 

space. Moreover, ElementView shows the intersecting elements with the details of the el-

ements belonging to specific sets in the demonstration grid. The users have no idea how to 

determine users’ intersecting behavior but only explore two sets. Thus, we provide a com-

parison with multiple sets in the demonstration grid. In addition, the time interval after the 

submitted query lacks interactions. A time interval could improve interaction in future 

work. 

5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

We demonstrate a multiple-view design and interactions to navigate users’ activities 

of hierarchical data in social media (PTT) and analyze the intersecting users in a post ac-

cording to different query conditions between sets. However, set visualization is more in-

spiring than hierarchical visualization. In our approach, sets of posts and elements of the 

activities are performed by space filling. Every view has functionality and interacts with 

one another. For example, OverView shows the overall statistic, SetView shows the hierar-

chical set relation by users’ activities, and ElementView shows the elements intersecting 

two sets with the attributes. Finally, Detailview shows the detailed information of the cor-

responding set or element. Our design meets our goals. Thus, related researchers can intu-

itively explore the interesting posts and users, compare users’ activities in time series on 

both issues, observe the intersections among user activities, and analyze the detailed infor-

mation of posts and users’ profiles. We also provide a demonstration grid for the scalability 

of glyphs while surfing the sets to show the elements of the different sets. Future work can 

analyze more than two sets of intersections and intersecting timelines for set visualization. 
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